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Î': OF FROJ'CT

1, The objective oi1 Rer.ea.rcii Project W^/ltfi wan to formulate in /reneral terms

derùtfn criteria which, if adopted, would enable H nuclear facility to be

amenable to snfc/Tuardiri,1* 'ind hence ease the problem from both the

inspectors1 and operator.",1 point of view. The design criteria covered

in the programme of work wore thor><-, which could be applied to conversion

and fabrication planta, reprocejinintf planta, and reactors.

2.- Studien O'<ch an thin had been advocated at many of the panel meetings on

Safe,?uarda sponsored by the lA'IA and also in the reports of two '»f the

groups of Consultants to the Agency. The research contract was placed

with the IJKAl'IA in January 1970 and an interim report WHS presented aa a

supplementary document to paper HM 155/71 3-t ihe Karlsruhe Symposium on

Pro^rena in fJaferçuardG Techniqueo, July 1970. (UKAWA. Tlef. COS 12).

5. In the final atnr/'.n of the work since the interim report attention hag

been concentrated on major items of equipment rather i.han plant design

• as a whole. This change in .emphasin arone with the increasing recognition

of inpuh or feed ineanurftiriRnt an the key to safeguards accountancy, with

the prospect of reducing inspection, effort for the remainder of the plant

if acceptable measuring systems could be devined. Consequently this final

report firr.t summarises the general design philosophy covered in the

interim report !m<i t.hen proceeds to evaluate in more detail the measurement

techniques of nnfo.'oifirds accounting c-incentr.-itinR particularly on

acciuntancy vessels for repz'ocessinfl; plant. Tlie <iim throughout has been

to ensure that proposals are practical and framed in such a way that the

report will bo suitable as a code of practice for safeguards design.

SAFKOUARDT

4. Safe/Guards procedures will involve a judicious combination of three concepto»

1.

(ii) Plutonium monitoring by neutron counting.



(a) Accountancy, w.'î reby the inspectorate obtains, to a satisfactory

degree of confidence, assurance that material is not diverted, from

a knowledge of the material balance over a certain period. To

locate the origin of an,y material unaccounted for (MUF) it will

be necessary to sub-divide the systems into a series of material

balance areas (MBA), the essential characteristics of which arei

(i) the flow of material across the boundaries is

measured,

(ii) a physical inventory can be taken when necessary.

(b) Containment, being those safeguards measures that make use of the

structural integrity of buildings, vessels, piping, storage and

shipping containers and suitable structural arrangements to limit

movement of nuclear material, equipment and personnel into or out

of 3uch structures. Containment includes methods and devices to

indicate or detect whether, for example, the structural integrity

ha3 been compromised.

(c) Surveillance, involving the use of instrumental and human observation

and safing devices to indicate or detect the movement of nuclear

material and to supplement material accountancy so as to ensure that

the material balance obtained is realistic for safeguards purposes.

Surveillance instruments include, for example, instruments that

monitor reactor charges and discharges in the absence of an

inspector.

5. Material balance (mass or item) is likely to be the major tool with

containment/surveillance as supplementary techniques. In particular,

reactors, irradiated storage facilities and to a certain extent reprocessing

plants «ill require a greater use of containment/surveillance methods than

conversion and fabrication plants.

2.

contents should be mixed to ensure homogeneity will be dependent to a
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Design Features to Facilitate Safeguards Accounting

6. It. is obvious that a wo11-designed accounting system will "be an essential

feature in the application of efficifsnt safeguards. Such a system will

be based upon MBA's, the taking of physical inventories and on reliable

records and reports.

In practice, it is found that the boundaries of MBA's are fixed by the

fact that there is only a United number of places (key measurement

points) where material is sufficiently well-defined to permit economic

and meaningful measurements to be carried out (see Fig, 1, 2 and j).

7, At the design stage it is essential that the safeguards requirements of

these key measurement points are taken into account. Particular attention

should be paid to the following points»

(i) an accounting system of sufficient precision to obtain

meaningful material balances must be provided, with facility

for evaluating the 'precision and accuracy of the measurements,

(ii) Vessels and plant instrumentation for the production of

accounting data (i.e. balances or volume indicating devices

etc.) should s-

(a) be so located that checks can readily be made on their

calibration and aLl necessary ancillary equipment for

performing calibrations should, when possible, be

installed with the instrument (e.g. facilities for

adding weighed amounts of liquids to accounting vessels)*

(b) whenever possible, provide - or at least be capable of

providing - print-outs suitable for automatic data

processing,

(c) when feasible, be tamper-indicating by virtue of some

feature which records departures from •normal* operation

of the equipment, such as attempts to falsify the readings.

3.

8.

T\z . nnn^ An/innnfl fl/T



(iii) In reprocessing, conversion and recovery plants,vessels should

be provided (for all feed, product and effluent solutions) for

the sole purpose of producing accounting data. The design of

these accounting vessels con then be optimised to fiive the

best possible data. '1'he factors to be considered nre dealt

with in mr.re detail Inter. They may be su'unarised asi

(a) the stability of hhe tank and ita relation to calibration

reliability,

(b) the heel aize and its influence on measurements,

(c) the possible wayn of inixirw the solution 30 a3 to

achieve homogeneity und représentative samples,

(d) the geometry of the tank as it contributes to ease of

calibration and the accuracy of volume determination,

(e) the possibility of dBkenninin;» the weight of the solution

rather than volume if this would result in more reliable

accounting data.

8. For inventory purposes it will normally be essential for plants to be

stopped and thoroughly cleaned out. ,It ia of prime importance that the

clean-out should be as complete as possible and at the design stage

features can be incorporated which will facilitate this, namely:

(a) the provision of adequate, suitably positioned wash-lines

with facility for collection and measurement of the wash

liquors,

(b) whenever possible avoiding awkward, out-of-reach volumes which

could collect undetected splashes,

(c) in work boxes handling powders or where particularly 'dusty1

operations are carried out avoidance of crevices or led/res when

possible and provisions for efficient cleaning (e.g. flexible

vacuum lines through readily removable filters).

35. The recommended system for initial consideration would be a form of

magnetic tape recording incorporating a time input and automatic stari



(d) a minimum in-proce3S inventory is advantageous and where a

. 3e of procedure is possible the one widen gives the

lower hold-up should, 'Other things being equal, be

selected,

(e) all chemical plants, but particularly those handling solutions

are normally provided with overflow pipes, catch-pots, drip-

trays, eto. It is essential that these are designed in nuch

a manner that any fissile material contained in them does

not by-paas the measurement eyatem, (and also that it is not

"measured" twice).

9, Finally, where samples have to be removed for analysis it is essential that

they are representative and also ttmt a 'true' sample reaches the laboratory.

Care in the design and location of sample points is required.

Dasifln Features to facilitate the Application of Sontainment/lforveillance
Techniques

10. General plant lay-out

(i) In planning the position of work boxea, equipment, etc. witnin ft

facility, careful consideration ohould be given to arrangement and

material flow patterns. In practice a "one-way street" system is to

be recommended with the material entering at one end and leaving at

the other with a minimum of possible branches, â straight line

arrangement would simplify observation of operations.

(ii) Iteprocessing plants are normally provided with a multitude of pipe-

lines carrying feed, solvent, product or services to and from the

process* The integrity of these pipes will be difficult to secure

unless they are so designed that breaches of containment are vioually

obvious or there is provision for attaching a suitable instrument

,to detect illicit movements,

piping and control systems. Criteria have been suggested for the design



Storage and Transit Requirements

11, ' Internal moves

(a) The design of containers and methods for the transfer of material

external to the process linos but within the confines of the facility

should take account of safeguards containment and surveillance

requirements. That is, operations should be so arranged that the

inspectorate can, if necessary, 'see' what io beinpc moved*

(b) When the moves involve storage of intermediate product» rooiduoa for

recovery, swarf, etc., consideration should be given to the use of

standardised containers with a minimum number of different siz»o BO

that the determination of their contents by instrumental techniques

is facilitated.

(o) Irrespective of any 'b "««din,1?1 requirements the design of the internal

otira^e facilities should recognise the inspectorats's need tQ check

the contents fairly frequently. Thus consideration ohould be given

to the display of containers in such a manner that their présence can

h? readily verified.

The limitations on spacing for critical!fcy safety reasons partially oehic/eo

this aim and the further operational requirement for a comprehensive store

record system is another aid to safeguards application,

12. External moves

(a) The transfer of material in and out of a facility, ideally, should

be via a 'bonded1 area. A 'bonded' area means a section of the

facility essentially under the control of the inspectorate which

is entirely responsible for ths physical security of the material

in the area and for all issues and receipts. Obviously, the operator

decides what will be moved and when but the transactions can only

take place with inspectorate knowledge. Thus, the inspectorate

(employing all safeguards concepts) maintains) a



precise knowledge of the material handled at these key points.

The provision of auoh areas and all relevant ancillary measuring

equipment should be considered at the design stage,

(b) In designing containers for transporting material, between

facilities it is important that their suitability for 'sealing1

by the inspectorate is çiven attention. Safeguards procedures will

almost certainly involve the fitting of a seal at Facility A the

integrity of which is confirmed on arrival at Facility B, The

detailed design requirements for the containers will depend upon

the design of the seals employed by the inspectorate,

13. To simplify container movemont ana atorage problems it is standard

operating practice for the containers to be readily identifiable visually

by oome numbering or code system, This system can be used for safeguards

purposes. For the rapid sélection and checking of sealing devices, it will

be necessary to have the unique characteristics of the individual seal on

each container indexed against the visual number or code on the container.

Storage

14. (i) in designing storage facilities close attention should be given to

physical security requirements, which, while depending upon the

category (i.e. 'security classification') of the material nay include

strongly constructed buildings within protected areas enclosed by

fences or walls and subject to admittance controls,

(ii) the stores themselves may have to be continuously protected by

independently wired burglar alarms or surveillance devices so

oonnected that a sufficiently speedy response is assured,

(iii) consideration should be given to making containers within stores

either permanent fixtures or so substantial that they require lifting

equipment.

(iv)

(v)



(iv) location of stores should be based upon reducing the possibilities

of unauthorised entry and should not have common walls with

unprotected buildings,

(v) for transit containers requirements «ill probably include»

(a) a container secured by a combination lock or key padlocks

or secured in the vehicle if the container is easily portable,

(b) provision for a sealing device to ensure that tampering does

not oueur during transit.

Special Considerations for Safeguarding Power Reactors

15. The power reactor site can be divided into 5 material balance areas

(Fig 4)S

(a) the ready fuel store

(b) the reactor itself

(c) the irradiated fuel storage facilities

If there were more than one reactor on each site but with common ready and

irradiated fuel storage facilities, then each reactor would be treated as

a separate MBA. If tlic oito contained irradiated fuol examination

facilities then these too would have to be treated as a separate MBA.

16. Fuel arriving from the fuel fabrication plant should already be under

safeguards. It should be appreciated that it is not possible to use

reactor calculations for accurate estimates of the material content of

irradiated fuel elements and/or assemblies and that non-destructive

measurements of irradiated fuel elements are also impractical. The

contents of irradiated fuel can only be determined accurately after shipment

to. the reprocessing plant and subsequent dissolution. Under these conditions,

apart from possible non-destructive measurements on incoming fuel, materials

accountancy cannot be applied and item control is necessary,, i.e. control to

monitor the flow of elements through the system and to ensure by containment

and surveillance that all pass to the reprocessing plant*



17. Thi3 system should be bused upon bonded stores for the new fuel, movement

monitors on the charge/discharge facilities (l) and on the irradiated fuel

handling facilities Individual unique identification on fuel r.loments

should not be necessary (?). Sealed transit containers will be required

for external fuel movements.

18. If these requirements are met, continual inspection will be all that is

neceawu-y with ine inapoctor dealing with several reactors. The number of

reactor:! that can be dealt with i.\y ouch inspector will depend upon their

rtG-\'rr;ii!hical location, the planned l a y w t of new and irradiated fuel

facilities and the number and freiiuency of movements into and ->ut of the

atora-ce facilities.

T'-JQ}IMIO.U''": F'l ACC'WKTIHG

Feed Measurement 'Pechniquen

19.- Accounting for fissile material in a reprocessing plant is nighly dependent

upon accurate measurement of the input to the plant and the product result-

ing from the reprocessing operation. The difficulties in establishing the

fissile content prior to dissolution (paragraph 16) are well known; yet

thig quantity is the prime figure upon which subsequent accountancy depends.

Added to the problems of dealing with a complex material of uncertain

composition are the hazards of high activity necessitating remote control

of the measurements with consequent limitations of the techniques which can

be used.

2G. Some of the techniques which have been used for measuring input in active

reprocessing plant aret

(i) Air Reaction System (or Pneumercator system)

The air reaction system is a pressure measurement where the pressure

is obtained from a dip pipe welded into a vessel, and a small flow

of compressed air is fed d'wn the pipe, The pressure measured is

a function of the height of solution above the end of the dip pipe

and the specific gravity of the solution.

9.



Sources of error in the measurement such as air leaks, pressure

drop in line, end effects of pipe can be reduced by careful

design of the system.

One such system^*' installed in a Head End Plant ha3 demonstrated that

accurate calibration during commissioning permits a volume measurement

to - 0.25$. Taking into consideration the necessity for measuring

specific gravity it should be possible to obtain an overall accuracy

of volume measurement to - 0,5$.

(ii) Load Cell:!

The load cell io a weighing system in which the vessel must be

mounted on the system. The normal technique is to "back-off" the

* weight of the empty vessel to provide indication of vessel contents

only.

If this technique is used in active plants care must be taken in the

design to provide'flexible piping connections e.g. bellows and to

provide some method of replacing the primary elements in the event

of failure. This technique id highly accurate, it being possible to

detect changes of a few finis in a mass of a few Kg.

(iii) Conductivity Electrodes

Conductivity electrodes are normally used to indicate when the

conducting solution has reached a predetermined level. If

measurement over a level span is required the technique can be

adopted by use of a number of electrodes to produce a measurement

over a span. The number and spacing of the electrodes determine the

span and the accuracy of measurement. The insulation of the

electrode may provide a problem where very high radiation is present.

21. The use of a weighing system makes the shape and internal structure of tht

vessel unimportant. It does, however, require difficult design considerations

for the mounting of the vessel on a load cell with some provision for

replacement (or alternatively duplication in the installation stag*).

10.



Piping connections must be installed in a manner that does not interfere

with the measurement. In practice input measurement can be performed

to tho necessary decree of accuracy by a combination of volume measurement

and concentration determination, provided that the accountancy vessel is

designed to simplify these measurementa, and this will usually be the

preferred method.

Volume Moanuromont

22, Volume measurement ohouid be carried eut in an accountancy vessel provided

specifically for the purpose. The size and nhape of the accountancy vessel

will be determined by the plant throughput, the fissile material concentration

and the de.sign philosophy. The basic principles which should be applied

to the desif̂ n and operation of the accountancy vessel to ensure that the

volume measurement will bs as accurate as possible are»

(i) tho vessel should be designed solely for accountancy, i.e.

for accurate «nd reproducible volume measurement,

(ii) no other operations annuld be carried out on the feed solution

in the accountancy vesoel, i.e. all cjnditionin/r operations

should have been completed before the solution reaches the

accountancy vessel;

(iii) the vessel should be of such a size and shape as to allow

accurate volume measurement (e.g. reduced diameter in the

measurement region) and should contain the minimum number of

extraneous connections (e.g. dip pipes, cooling coils etc.)

which can cause perturbations in the volume calibrations;

(iv) any solids,present in the dissolver solution should be removed

before the solution enters the accountancy vessel;

(v) if pneumercator gauges are provided they should have a high degree

of accuracy and the dead volume below the pneumercator dip pipe

should be restricted to the minimum possible;

11.



(vi) remote recalibration facilities 3hould be provided to enable

both the plant operators and the inspectors to have the vessel

calibration confirmed after the plant has been in .active

operation;

(vii) spécifie gravity and temperature measuring devices should be

provided and be capable of verification so that the den3ity and

temperature effects on volume measurement can be taken into

account?

(viii) calibration of the veonel before active operation should be

carried out by suitably qualified staff and statistically

analysed; periodic checks; should be performed by the same

staff during active operation;

(ix) consideration should be f;iven a3 to whether volume measurement

and sampling from the input accountancy vessel 3hould be carried

out by process operating personnel or aliould be a special

tafck carried out by a menber of the fissile material accountancy

team.

Concentration Détermination

23. Whilst it may be desirable to have an in-line concentration meaoureraent it

is considered that present in-line concentration instruments are neither

sufficiently reliable nor accurate enough for accountancy measurement.

Some examples of the problems that exist in present instruments are

listed below. .

(i) Plutonium monitoring by alpha counting. Detector Techniques are

available to provide discrimination against gamma background but

problems exist in obtaining a suitable sample free from solids,

traces of solvent and small air bubbles that contaminate the

detector upon bursting. Contamination build-up upon the detector

providea a large error signal due to the increase in efficiency of

counting of the contamination.

12.



( i i ) Plutonium monitoring by ntutron counting.

Neutron counting can be ussd for plant areas of low to medium

gntn-na nativity but the inatruinunt calibration require:] a

precise knowledge of tin; nolutim composition. The principle

oi' mf.'aaur'iinent is the capture of an alpha particle by a light element

arid fclio o:nUi:;ion of d neutron, Tho neutron .yield tsnn be

:ji.'f!iifio/iritL,y incrojinod by Mif: introduction of elements («.*;.

i'luu'in«) into the pistil, i'oi'ition which can vary ths count;) by

H factor of ui> to 100 for the name pJufmiuwi concentration,

( i i i ) Plutonium imnit"r.in/.; by /chroma 3p<etro:netry,

Thf; us».' of gfifptna ispectrometry i« a technique that can bo used

in low ;~nmm:i fict.Lvi t,y but it:i use- in r» 1,̂ 1 .;;:.:jji;t .'ictivt area»

in d'i/cr/i'iod by hi,»vor (shorr/iau fjf.'i;i); r^ducod to the plutonium

oiK;r,ry lfivl» 'i7ii,h tho dovi.loprn'.nt of iii,' er resolution de tec torn

(D./Ï. ffcr'ji.'triiuni (Lithium) detectors) thisj technique a/pears to

have l.hf rx<:'<','i'.ib potijntifi.1 for rJ< vnlopwant.

(iv) Plutonium ,'nonit/Oi'in/; by r,;mmn 'ibaorption.

The ârnina absorption tochniiiuo U; mainly uood for hi-̂ h plutonium

conoentr.'itiona and in thin respect has ban developed to be an

acceptable measurement for urocens control of evnoorators. I t
L

is necessary to incorporate the neasurin,': head system into

the plant j)ipint̂  design and to also incorporate an 'in-situ'

standardising system into the measuring system. The standardising

test is necessary to cater for drift in the measurement system.

In view of the above difficulties it in considered essential

to obtain a suitable sample and use laboratory analysis equipment

for concentration measurement.

Sampling

24. A representative oample muat be obtained from the accountancy vennel if the

input measurement is to bo meaningful. The method by which the vessel

15.



contents should be mixed to ensure homogeneity will bs dependent to a

large extent upon the size and design of the vessel which is determined by

the throughput and concentrations of fioaile material to be processed. Pa3t

experience in the UK haa demonstrated the need for specific development

work on mixing techniques to ensure homogeneity in different tank designs.

This development work i3 an essential concomitant to the mechanical plant

design and a method of mixing the tank contents in a reasonable time and

taking into account likely vnriationo in the physical properties of the

oolutiono muot be demonstrated before active operation begins.

25. The sampling method should be as simple as possible and there is much to be

3aid for a direct needle sampling system where the sample is drawn directly

from the tank into an evacuated sample bottle. Alternatively a system

whereby a proportion of the tank contenta in circulated through the sample

pockot has been uoed successfully* The more complex the arrangement for

moving a sample of the tank contents to the sample point» the greater the

need for frequont wauh samplça which give rise to minor accounting and

disposal problems.

26, Current methods of Hnaiyaia for uranium and plutonium even in presence of

fission products are considered to bo accurate enough to ensure good account-

ability when associated with reliable mixing and volume measurement techniques.

Product Accounting

2i7. The same principles should be followed for volume measurement and concentration

determination of the reprocessing product solution. The situation is somewhat

simpler as the solution is free from fission products and solids and is more

concentrated and less susceptible to variations in concentration. Although

other accounting methods have been examined, it is considered that volume

measurement and concentration determination offer a safe, reliable and accurate

means of output accounting provided that the vessel and instrument design

follow the principles outlined above. .

14.



DJBcard Accounting

28. Liquid

Whilst on certain plantu the throughput of the plant permits volume arid

concentration measurements to be carried out in accordance with the abwa

techniques (e,#, delay tanka for volume measurement and sampling for

concentration measurement) for ltr/je throughput plants it will be

necGoaui'v to provide nltonifttive meaourinfj techniques.

29. The information required for laryo throughput planta is flow and concen-

tration. Plow ine'iBurGinent annulri preferably be a flow integrator rather

than flow rf»te. A typical flow integrated measurement could consist of a

differential prosoure (transducer) measurement mounted across a primary

element (e.g. orifice plate, venfturi) used in conjunction with an analogue

to digital eonvertf.-r ;iml a counter t, 1 fiive a pulse when the desired flow

quantity lino bean measured,

30. To provide the uauiple J'or concentration measurement it will be necesaary

to uae a proportional sampler tliat provider a rê jular 3amj/le (e.g. sample

once pox1 iiour) tr a vonnel that aut then be oarnpled on a longer t,erm

(e.R, daily) baaio. Tliio typo of proportional sampler hao been uoed with

an automatic syphon system on a UK plant.

Solid

31. Solid discards from decanned fuel elements are measured by gamma spectrometry

in the UK Head Knd pl«nt.

Solid discards•from processing plants (e.ft. solid waste) are normally

checked by gamma spectrometry measurement.

Data Recording

32. The. measurement techniques, priwary elements and transducers to &ive a

suitable electrical output for an automatic system are already developed

and fairly readily available. It will be necessary for design and develop-

ment work to be carried out in order to produce an acceptable system of

recording the data.

15.



spectrometry

nally

5J. The recommended system for initial consideration would be a form of

magnetic tape recording incorporating a time input and automatic start

•.iP.d atop of tape drive with cnan,';e of input signal from any parameter.

A coding nyatem ghould be introduced into the recording that changes

each time the magnetic tape is changed. Self checking features should

be inc Tporated.

34, The main aremj of importance to aufe/ruurds have been identified and

investigated. Of theso aremn the nrobletno relating to reactor sites are

straightforward and relatively e-uiily dealt with. The primary requirement

is for a system of bonded stores wild fuel movement monitoring as a

desirable hack-up» Provided those requirements are mot 'continual'

inopcotion in a form enabling one inspector to deal with .lèverai reactora

io pouaible.

35, The problems of chomical plants are more difficult because of the

multitude of process pipftu involved and the varied nature of the material

dealt with. Uniiko à reactor, item handling i:; not possible. In

deal in,': with oonvornion ;md fubrication plants the problemp are ©«sed

since the composition of the input material con be identified without

the difficulties of handling associated with active material». The main

area of difficulty is thus the reprocessing plant where the problems of

dealing with a feed of somewhat indeterminate nature are compounded by

t.!'*. itfir/ird.'î of 'li.'Th activity. i'orRover the number of "effective

iiLlo.'r'j.-iR" involved are ouch tlr-1. the major srife.'aiarding effort must be

concentrated here,

36, Conoicieration in detail of the r̂ prvicesrjin̂  plant has shoKn that the

achievement of accurate input dat,;i ;".t t-.îie >i in;: >1ver at,a,';e drastically

r'p.-tuofir! t.hR need to fetter the remainder of the (ilant with its complex



piping and control system». Criteria have been supr̂ eated for the design

of accountancy veuseln which, if followed, should achieve the dual aim of

reducing inspection ul't'ort \'<>v twa reu.'tifuier of the piunt and thereby

;tivin,̂  the plant operator "Tea-tar freedom from control. 1'hc importance

of the latter cannot be dismissed since the success of any an

3yotem ultimately dejiondn upon its -acceptance at working level.

17.
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